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Abstract— This paper introduces a new design-for-test(DFT)
technique for system-on-chip(SOC) designs. It aims to provide the
test designer with details of test scheduling, test access mechanism
(TAM) design and an integrated test strategy in order to imple-
ment an efficient test solution. Post-synthesis simulations are car-
ried out on the net lists of ISCAS’89 benchmark SOCs to prove
the allegiance of the proposed algorithm and to realize the DFT.
Experiments resulted in a significant reduction of the test time.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE popularity of core-based system-on-chip(SOC) design
is increasing among design teams all over the world.

This new design strategy involves pre-designed and pre-verified
modules or cores. Designing a multi million gate system us-
ing these cores is the most effective way to reduce the design
time and cost. Most importantly, the use of embedded cores
shortens the time-to-market for these new systems due to de-
sign reuse. One major difference with the conventional design
is that a designer needs to embed cores that are not manufac-
tured and hence are untested.

Though use of this approach seems inevitable, there are a
number of significant challenges affecting implementation. The
major one at this time is testing of these complex chips. Solu-
tions need new types of test architectures that are able to man-
age the testing of up to a 100 million transistors at a higher
speeds with lower hardware.

The web site [1] of IEEE Working group on P1500 Standard
Embedded Core Based Testing (SECT) provides the necessary
background of the system-chip test challenges. Zorian et al.[2],
[3], have provided a survey of the various TAM implementa-
tions and a conceptual architecture with a source and sink. Re-
cently several new TAMs have been proposed and studied such
as Test Bus [4], TestRAIL [4], and Addressable Test Ports [5].

In the area of testing embedded core-based systems, most
of the work [6], [7] concentrates on viewing test scheduling
as a task after TAM is fixed. Most recently, many new DFT
(Design-For-Test) techniques [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] have been
exploited to address this problem. But none of the above have
dealt with implementation.

The current work is based on a graph-theoretic approach to
accomplish parallel testing of cores in the SOC under test. The
test strategy algorithm is suitable for providing the I/O access

and scheduling the tests on the cores available in the SOC. In
this paper we present the implementation of our DFT technique
with the help of TAM switch.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the algorithms proposed to carry out the work. In
section III, the design and implementation is described. The
experimental results are tabulated and discussed in section IV,
followed by conclusions on the work carried out in section V
and then references made for this work.

II. PROPOSED WORK

The proposed work is to design and implement a new DFT
technique for SOC using TAM switch. The objective is to pro-
vide the test designer with a choice between the test hardware
and test time in order to implement an efficient complete test so-
lution for the SOCs. For this purpose a test strategy algorithm
was developed.

A. Development of Test Strategy

The test strategy algorithm has been developed for schedul-
ing the tests on various cores in the SOC. The algorithm as-
sumes that every core is to be scan tested, there is no BIST
enabled core, several TAM switches that are on different Tes-
tRAILS(due to partition of test input pins into smaller rails)
may be used for testing cores in parallel, all the cores have a
common clock, TAM switch would work for a typical wire load
conditions when it simulated or synthesized.

1) Description of Clustering Algorithm: A graph for SOC
is created considering the connections between the cores. Ini-
tially each core is alloted to one cluster and then the deficiency
is calculated. A Cluster is defined as the combination of cores
which can be tested at the same time depending on the num-
ber of scan chains and the interconnection between them. The
Deficiency(

�������
) of a cluster �	� is defined as difference be-

tween highest available test bandwidth of test bandwidth divi-
sions and 
 number of scan chains of core j in the cluster i. All
the clusters with positive deficiency are considered eligible for
clustering. In order to reduce the test time, the core with least
time is chosen from among the neighboring cores which are re-
sulting in the same deficiency. The clustering process continues



until no further clusters can be formed and the deficiency of all
the clusters is equal to zero (e.g, for SOC-4 the deficiency cal-
culated for core-0 is ��������� , core-1 to core-4 is �������
	 ,
hence five clusters are configured). Thus created clusters are
then assigned to appropriate test bandwidth division. The Test
Bandwidth Division is the partition of the whole test inputs
pins and test output pins of the SOC.

Algorithm 1: Clustering
for all cores in SOC�
create a graph
for ascending order of scan chains
assign bandwidth to all cores
calculate the deficiency
while(deficiency � 0)�

for i = 1 to all cores)�
if(scan chains(i)  bandwidth division)

cluster core i with its neighbor j
which has min(cores-in(j)) � ����� core in
cluster j is cores-in(j) �
else shift the cluster in to other bandwidth

update-graph
do final configuration of cluster�

�
�
2) Description of Test Scheduling Algorithm: The test

scheduling algorithm considers all possible test bandwidth di-
visions such that the total number of test bandwidth divisions at
any time is less than or equal to the number of cores. For a spe-
cific test bandwidth division, the algorithm considers clustering
of cores based on certain rules after initial assignment of cores
and TAM switches to test bandwidth. In the initial assignment
the number of clusters is equal to the number of cores and each
cluster is assigned TAM switch and in turn they are assigned to
some test bandwidth. For a particular test bandwidth division,
the algorithm would assign bandwidth based on the following 3
cases:�

If the number of scan chains of a core is equal to the band-
width division then the core is serviced by that partition.�
If the number of scan chains of a core is more than the
highest bandwidth division possible then the core is ini-
tially alloted to the highest test bandwidth division.�
For all other cases, assign the core to the division that has
scan chains nearest(less) with respect to the bandwidth.

Depending on the results of clustering the stitching is taken
up. The stitching is a process of reducing the number of scan
chains for a core so that a switch is able to feed the core with the
available test bandwidth. In this process the length of each of
the resulting scan chain should be lower than that of maximum
length of all scan chains of that core. This step is repeated so as
to lessen the number of scan chains as much as possible.

Now these scan chains are partitioned uniformly in the three
different alternative test strategies, so as to give rise the number
and size of the TAM switches differently for a SOC under Test.
Partitioning is defined as dividing the scan chains in to groups

that are able to be fed to the test rails. The number of partitions
is computed with division of the total number of scan chains in
that core by the available maximum test bandwidth among all
the test bandwidth divisions. This step is used evolve choices by
varying the number of partitions leading to different strategies
that are possible.The Objective function is defined as product
of total hardware function and total test time of the SOC. The
Total hardware function is defined as function of the number
and sizes of the TAM switches.

The procedure to compute number of partitions in each of the
strategy is explained below:�

The number of partitions is computed with division of the
total number of scan chains of the core by the maximum
test bandwidth among the divisions and finding the ceiling
value.�
The TAM switches existing in the same test bandwidth di-
vision are combined after partitioning so that their number
is reduced their sizes are accordingly computed.�
Compared to the above two strategies here the partition
size has been doubled, thus the number of TAM switches
is reduced considerably but at the cost of complexity of
each TAM switch which adds up with respect to it’s size.

Finally the algorithm for all possible bandwidth divisions the
number and sizes of the switches, the total hardware function,
minimum objective function are computed. Then configure
function is called which generates the details of configuration
information of TAM-to-Core connections and their allotments.
It also generates the configuration bits required for the TAM
switches. Now the generate rtl switch function is called to gen-
erate the high-level verilog code for the integrated TAM switch.
In the C program developed here the pre-computed parameters
of switch such as number and size of the switch are passed to
a generic verilog design of the switch which is written into a
file. Next, reformat function is called. Which takes the pre-
computed test vectors as input from a file and rearranges them
in accordance with the test bandwidth so that the test vector sets
prepared are ready to be fed through the switches to cores de-
pending on the sequence described by the DAG. Create dag is a
function which determines the sequence of testing of the cores
in the SOC.

Algorithm 2: Test Scheduling
for all bandwidth divisions�
do initial allotment of cores
while ( deficiency � 0 )�

create cluster
assigns cluster to a bandwidth
expand cluster to include neighbors
calculate deficiency for expansion

if(deficiency  0)�
calculate deficiency for new cluster
break�

�
while(deficiency  0)�



stitching for cores with more scan chains
calculate the number of partitions for that core
bandwidth assignment for the partitions�

for all bandwidth divisions�
select and place clusters in
appropriate bandwidth divisions�

for all clusters�
compute total number of TAM switches
compute the size of TAM switches
compute total hardware function
compute minimum objective function
compute total testing time
configure()
generate rtl switch()
reformat()
create dag()�

�

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF DESIGN-FOR-TEST

The proposed test strategy algorithm is executed on the
benchmark SOC and an integrated TAM switch is generated
in the process. This TAM switch consists of several optimized
switches as required to test all the cores available in the SOC.
To illustrate the design and implementation, System-on-Chip 4
in is considered as an example.
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Fig. 1. System Integration for Testing of SOC-4

A High-level(verilog) top module is designed with the net
lists of ISCAS’89 benchmark cores corresponding to this SOC4
together with the net lists of integrated TAM switch top mod-
ule for integrating the system to test. A set of wires are used to
connect the cores and TAM switches to complete the connec-
tions of the proposed test architecture. Since all the test data

is available on hand the hardware is simulatable. Hence it is
implemented very effectively.

The figure 1 shows all the connections for the integration of
TAM to cores and vice-versa for this particular SOC.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

All the experiments were conducted on SOLARIS 2.7 envi-
ronment in a SUN SPARC ULTRA 10 workstation.

A. Preparation of Benchmarks

The ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits are considered and stud-
ied for converting them into full-scan circuits using SYNOP-
SYS Design Library. The net list is saved in verilog format after
synthesis. The ATPG tool (TetraMax of SYNOPSYS) is used
to generate test vectors. For all the circuits listed the test vec-
tor sets, test coverage, fault coverage besides the information
on the number of scan chains, length of scan chains are gener-
ated in Standard Test Interface Language(STIL) format [1] by
TetraMax. All the cores tested here are resulting in a 100 %
test coverage. These test vector sets can be treated as the pre-
computed test vectors provided by the core vendors. The results
of each core performance are listed in Table I.

TABLE I
Details of Benchmark Cores

Core Scan
Chains

Scan
Length

Test
Vectors Clocks Time

sec
% Fault

Coverage

S5378
S1494

22 8, 9 10 190 1.77 97.35
1 6 11 117 1.44 93.94

S1488 1 6 9 117 1.44 93.94
S1423 11 6, 7 8 136 1.37 95.83
S1238 3 6 8 104 1.21 89.47
S1196 3 6 8 104 1.21 89.47
S832 1 5 26 286 1.38 95.35
S820 1 5 26 286 1.38 95.35
S713 2 9, 10 9 189 1.07 96.67
S641 2 9, 10 10 210 1.03 97.01
S526 2 10, 11 4 88 1.17 88.24
S510 1 6 37 471 1.34 93.75
S444 2 10, 11 4 92 1.23 88.24
S400 2 10, 11 5 115 1.42 88.24
S386 1 6 11 143 90.00
S382

1.07
2 10, 11 5 115 1.10 88.24

S349
S344
S298
S208
S27

2
2
2
1
1

7, 8
7, 8
7
8
3

5
5
5
18
4

85
85
75
221
28

1.07
1.23
1.02
1.00

92.86
92.86
88.24
88.24
81.821.13

B. Simulation Results

A post synthesis simulations are carried out on all the SOCs
formed using the simulation tool (VCS of SYNOPSYS). Each
of the SOC is integrated using the net lists of cores and TAM
switches in to a top module. Test benches for each of them are
created to run the simulations. For all the SOCs formed the
results are presented in the Table II .

For example, when SOC4 is tested in four test sessions using
our method. It results in a total test time of 862 clock cycles.



TABLE II
Test Time Comparison

% Time

1
3 2 229

3677

2
2

4

1

3

1
2

3

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4

3

4

5

5

0, 5
4
3

1, 2

1, 4
0, 3

2

0, 4
3
2
1

4
3
2
1

0, 5

77

82

19

65

43, 2518 146, 16102518

292, 542209, 458
43723524

1281

457, 1140

799 4441
859

315, 169 413, 1063

674, 1311157, 189
367, 349

367, 6402
1824

279
269
458

189
367

243

315
169
209
169

6402
1824

754
608
436

10024
1110
7600

1503
1898
2307
629

3669
552
731
910

738
944

725229

279
269

243

169
209
169
862

436
608
754

32*

SOC
No

Session

No Core

Session

Time

Our Sequential
Method Tesing

(#clocks) (#clocks) Saving

Total Test Time

Total Test Time

Total Test Time

Total Test Time

Total Test Time

2 0, 3 492 201, 492 449, 890
1 1, 4 560 51, 560 542, 1071

*Since test hardware is increased extra time is consumed.

When sequentially tested using a conventional switch the total
testing time required is 3669 clock cycles. Hence a 77 % of
testing time is saved in our method. In case of SOC-5 since
the test hardware overhead(i.e, number of TAM switches used
to feed core 5(S5378)) is high it is consuming extra time than
what is required. But for core 0 to 4 a significant reduction in
test time is observed.

All the SOCs were synthesized to see the areas occupied by
the TAM switches used in the process. Concern is to deter-
mine what is the overhead due to the area requirements when
compared to the conventional switch being used for the testing
process. Results are listed in the Table III.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We propose a new design-for-test technique for SOC designs
catering to the needs of test scheduling, TAM design, test set
preparation and test resource placement. The proposed test
strategy algorithms allows a trade-off between the optimized
test hardware and the test time. The TAM switch results in pro-
viding a perfect test access to any core in the SOC.

TABLE III
Area Overhead Comparison

Proposed Method Sequential TestingSOC
No

Area 
Total
Area 

Switch (%) Area 
Overhead

Total
Area 

Switch
OverheadArea 
(%) Area 

1

2

3

4

5

367076

541959

419272

370090

3461293

139698

262613

146765

195371

38

48

35

52

75

40

51

30

43

45

374120

558645

381812

316022

1541810 690417

136022

113827

284548

150681

2408291
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